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QUESTION 1

A marketer recently set up an Amazon S3 cloud storage destination. The last successful flow for the destination
exported 12 million records. in the Amazon S3 bucket, how will the export be presented to the marketer? 

A. 3 CSV files in the format of: filename.csv {containing 5 million records) filename_2.c$v (containing 5 million records)
ftlename_3.csv (containing 2 million records) 

B. 1 CSV file in the format of: filename.csv (containing 12 million records) 

C. 2 CSV files in the format of filename.csv (containing 6 million records) filename_2.csv (containing 6 million records) 

D. 3 JSON files in the format of: filenamejson (containing 5 million records) filename_2json (containing 5 million records)
filename.3json (containing 2 million records) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which is a type of governance label? 

A. Geographic Label 

B. Currency Label 

C. Contract Label 

D. Event Label 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

During discovery, a business user explains that customer data from field-sales reps is stored in a third-party CRM
system. 

Based on the three methods of ingesting data into Adobe Experience Platform, which method should be used to set up
a schedule-based ingestion run? 

A. Batch API 

B. Streaming API 

C. Sources 

D. File automation 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

What is the difference between a data science training run and a data science scoring run? 

A. A training run involves learning patterns from your data while a scoring run is about generating insights from your
data. A training run requires that a scoring run hasoccurred. 

B. A training run involves learning patterns from your data while a scoring run is about generating insights from your
data. A scoring run requires that a training run hasoccurred. 

C. A training run involves generating insights from your data while a scoring run is about learning patterns from your
data. A scoring run requires that a training run hasoccurred. 

D. A training run involves generating insights from your data while a scoring run is about learning patterns from your
data. A training run requires that a scoring run hasoccurred. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A data engineer wants to connect a new data source into AEP using an Amazon S3 Bucket. The S3 Bucket currently
will be added with the daily deltas. 

The historical data and the recurrent deltas must be imported. 

In which way can this task be performed with minimal effort? 

A. Create a one-time dataflow for the historical data and one scheduled dataflow for the deltas 

B. Create one scheduled dataflow and enable partial ingestion 

C. Create one scheduled dataflow and enable the backfill 

D. Create one scheduled dataflow for the deltas and import the historical data through a data ingestion workflow 

Correct Answer: C 
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